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QUESTION 1
Exhibit:

In an aggregate storage database, "Profit per Ounce" (Measures dimension) and
"Variance %" (Scenario dimension) are dynamically calculated members. To
determine Variance %, you use this formula:
((Actual - Budget)/Budget )* 100)
Which two solve order options (member - solver order) will produce the results
shown in the spreadsheet shown in the exhibit? (Choose two.)
A. Measures - 0 Profit Per Ounce - 0 Scenario - 0 Variance % - 1
B. Measures - 2 Profit Per Ounce - 1 Scenario - 1 Variance % - 2
C. Measures - 2 Profit Per Ounce - 0 Scenario - 0 Variance % - 1
D. Measures - 0 Profit Per Ounce - 1 Scenario - 0 Variance % - 0
Answer: A,B
QUESTION 2
What are two ways to improve dataload speed in block storage? (Choose two.)
A. load the file from the server
B. sort data files in order by Sparse dimensions
C. load the file from the client
D. sort data files in order by Dense dimensions
Answer: A,B
QUESTION 3
Time is a Dense dimension and QTR1, QTR2 and QTR3 are stored members. How
many passes through the database result from the following calculation script?
(QTR1; QTR2;) QTR3;
A. 3
B. 2
C. 4
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D. 1
Answer: B
QUESTION 4
When creating an aggregate storage database, which three statements are true
about hierarchies? (Choose three.)
A. The first hierarchy under a dimension must be stored.
B. Stored hierarchies within a Multiple Hierarchies Enabled dimension can have shared
members.
C. While not advisable, shared members can appear in the outline before their stored
counterpart.
D. Dimensions tagged as Dynamic can contain both shared members and members with
formulas.
E. When a hierarchy is tagged as Multiple Hierarchies Enabled, it must be label only.
Answer: B,D,E
Explanation:
B: Answer B should be included as a correct answer since stored hierarchies can have
shared members, so long as Multiple Hierarchies is Enabled.
See Hyperion's very own ASOSamp Basic database example:

QUESTION 5
You have an environment with 100 combined Hyperion Planning and Hyperion
Essbase users. All 100 users require access to Planning and 50 users require
additional access to native Essbase. You have purchased just enough licenses for
these users. Considering e-licensing requirements, which statement is correct?
A. You have 100 Planning licenses to accommodate both Essbase and Planning
requirements.
B. You have 150 native Essbase licenses to accommodate both Essbase and Planning
requirements.
C. You have 50 native Essbase licenses and 100 separate licenses for Planning.
D. You have 100 native Essbase licenses to accommodate both Essbase and Planning
requirements.
Answer: C
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QUESTION 6
Exhibit:

Given the Data Prep Editor shown in the exhibit, what defines the field 3 header to
build Markets dimension?
A. UDA0, Markets
B. Level1, Markets
C. Userattrib2, Markets
D. Parent0, Markets
Answer: A
QUESTION 7
Which two statements are true about incremental data loads? (Choose two.)
A. Incremental data loads are supported for all outlines in a block storage database.
B. Incremental data loads are supported only for outlines that do not change in an
aggregate storage database.
C. Incremental data loads are supported for outlines that change in an aggregate storage
database.
D. Incremental data loads are not supported in an aggregate storage database.
Answer: A,B
QUESTION 8
Which directory should be included in your backup process for your aggregate
storage database?
A. Hyperion_Home\common
B. arborpath\locale
C. arborpath\bin
D. arborpath\app\appname
Answer: D
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